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対応できないため、最短ホップ数の経路を常に使用できるとは限らない。 DPSでは、データ通信中におけ
る自ホスト内の通信リンク品質を基にして、ノードの移動に適応的な経路制御を行うことで、動的経路短縮
を実現する。既存のアドホック経路制御プロトコルである DSRとAODVに提案する DPS機構を組み込
み、 ns・2シミュ'レータと実環境の実装において性能評価を行った。既存プロトコル比較して、 DPS機構が
通信遅延と経路制御|宵報オーバヘッドの大幅な縮小を実現することを詳細に示す。
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This paper describes th~_ d_e~~nJ. i~ple~entation ， and evaJuati~n o( a proxiI~ity-based dy~a~ni 
tath 油~rt;:;i~gp;~t~~~I， ~~~lI~';tD'PS. Ï~YD~Pf(~;Ù.;~~~;~t~ p~th~~d~Î>~~dy~~;;{~~iiÿuJto~~;;4~ ~~hlÎity 

蹴 don thefod'link quality 制m抗i~n w!thou~ ~xchanKing p~ri~dic controJ ~acket~. _. Sim~La~ion 
evaluations of DPS for several scenarios of node mobility ana tra侃cflows reveal that adding D PS to 
DSR and AODV (conventional prominent on-demand ad hoc routing protocols) significantly reduces the 
end-to・endp~cket lateI}~Y by 50・percentand the number of r~uting pac!<ets _by 70・percent，particularl}:' 
in heavy tra伍ccases. We a!s~ de~onstra_te some mo:r:e si~uJatio~-:r:esults qbtainea by ¥lsing ou-.!" no~el 
reali~tic no_de mobility models: the random oriented model and the _r!L.!ld~~ escape modil. Fin~l!}:'.， 
simple performance experiments using DPS implementatiol1 011 FreeBSD OS demol1strate that DPS 
shortel1s active routes in the order of millisecol1ds (about 5 ms). 

1 Introduction 

Wireless ad hoc networks is expected to play a 
significant role in ubiquitous computing and com-
munications in the home， office， and many other 
places. A key challenge to succeed in such com-
munications is adapting to mobility. A mobile ad 
hoc network is a group of mobile computing devices 
(nodes) which communicates with each other using 
multi-hop wireless links. It does not necessarily 
require any stationary infrωtructure such as base 
stations. In such a network， one important issue for 
achieving efficient network resource utilization is to 
update route information reactively depending on a 
change of network topology and connectivity. Since 
node mobility in an ad hoc network causes frequent， 
unpredictable and drastic changes to the network 
topology， it is especially important for communi-
cating nodes to grasp the change of the network 
topology and find an efficient route between two 
communicating nodes. 

A number of proposed mobile ad hoc routing pro-
tocols can be classified into main two types: -pro・

αctive and reactive. Pro-active protocols attempt 
to continuously evaluate the routes within the net-

work， so that when a packet needs to be forwarded， 
the route is already known and can be immediately 
used. On the other hand， reactive protocols invoke 
a route determination procedure on an on-demand 
basis. Some comparisons between these different 
protocols have been published [1]， [3]. Both re-
ported results based on simulations show that the 
reactive protocols perform significantly better than 
traditional pro-active protocols (DSDV [6]) in most 
situations. 
The previous on-demand routing protocols ac-

commodate route changes only wheri an active path 
is_ disconnected. They cannot adapt to the change 
of network topology even if another route with less 
hop count becomes available by the movement of 
intermediate nodes unless anY link is disconnected. 
In contrast to the conventional protocols， we pro-
pose Dynamic Path Shortening (DPS) scheme that 
tun_es up an active path adaptive to node mobility 
without any link disconnection based on Smoothed 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SSNR) as a link quality 
value indicator. 
In order to shorten an active path， we introduce 

the notion of proximity that represents the “near-
ness" of two communicating nodes. Each node de-
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termi~es t~ sho~te~ an. ~c~iv~ path by using prox-
imity based on the local SSNR value obtaineo-from 
their own network interfaces. This local SSNR 
value is soft state using the internal state from their 
local network interfaces. DPS is particularly suit-
able for our conventional situation under slow node 
mobility (e.g.， pedestri加 andslow vehicle in cam-
pus computing) or dense mobile ad hoc network. In 
addition， since DPS operates only when forward-
ing or receiving data packets， it does not require 
periodic HELLO messages or advertisements when 
there are no link connectivity changes in the data 
path. 

2 Related Work 

Dynamic Source Ro凶 ng(DSR) [5， 9] is an on-
demand routing protocol which uses aggressive 
caching and source routing to obtain the topology 
information. A DSR node is able to learn routes 
by overhearing packets not addressed to it by op-
erating its network interfaces in promiscuous re-
ceive mode. This scheme also automatically short-
ens the active paths as well邸 ourDPS scheme 
while sending data packets. The feature can achieve 
the dynamic multi-hop path shortening， thus it 
leads the drastic improvement of the packet la-
tency. However， this scheme requires an always-
active transceiver mode of the network interfaces 
and more CPU cycles to process overheard pack-
ets， which may be significantly power consuming. 
Roy [8] presents the source-tree on-demand adap-

tive routing protocol (SOAR) b舗 edon link-state 
information. SOAR has the mechanism to shorten 
the active paths， but it achieves that by periodi-
cαlly exchanging link-state information in which a 
wireless router communicates to its neighbors the 
link states of only those links in its source tree 
that belongもothe path it chooses to advertise for 
reaching destinations with which it has active t1ows. 
As this. partial topology broadcast algorithms ex-
change control packets of relatively la~ger size in-
cluding the minimal source tree， total byte over-
head due to control packets has been found to be 
2-3 times more in SOAR compared to the previous 
ad hoc routing protocols (e.g.， even DSR). 

3 Dynamic Path Shortening 

route shown in Figure 1) than the current route in 
use. 
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Figure 2 shows a more complicated scenario. 
Some less hop routes are available in the active 
path from source to destination. If each neighbor 
node simultaneously shortens the active path (in 
Figure 2， D→BandE→C)， it leads to the isolated 
routes and deadlocking. We describe how to over-
come this problem later. 

3.2 The Proximity Area 

To argue the “nearness" of two nodes more for-
mally， we introduce the notion of proximiもybased 
on the observation of the relationship between the 
distance and the SSNR between two nodes. Fig-
ure 3 demonsもratesthe proximity area around an 
active intermediate node. 

This section describes the detailed design of DPS. 
First， we explain some scenarios in which DPS eιFigure  3: A Proximity Area 
fectively shortens active paths. Second， we intro-
duce tlie notion of proximity to identify two near 
nodes bj' usinglin~ quality 3.!l~ d~~u~s deeply.the To discuss the proximity訂 ealogically， we define 
link_ quality.. FinallYJ we ~xplain_ DP.S p~oto.~ol t<? the following symbols 
perform active one-hop shortening in detail and 
outline the simple multi-hop shortening scheme. .8(AB): The SSNR value observed at Node B for re・

ceived data packets from Node A. 

3.1 Path Inefli.ciency 

In a mobile ad hoc network， due to node mobil-
ity， we encounter a situation shown in Figure 1. ~n 
tliis case， we pay attention to node mobility with-
out link disconnections. For such node mobility， 
we possibly find the less hop route {i.e.， direct hop 

. $，剛，

• P町(A川): The proximity of Node A. 

• R"，(A): The upstream adjacent node of Node A for 
flow 1. 

• R.I/(A): The downstream adjacent node of Node A for 
flow 1. 
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We hypothesize that S(AB) = S(BA)・Thisis not 
impractical since homogeneous n~~es ar~ ~sumed 
in Inany mobile ad hoc networks. We wi1l discuss a 
cぉein -which this assumption does not hold in the 
future. If S(AB)さSmax，Node B is said to be in 
the proximity of Node A， or B E P(A)・Basedon 
the above hypothesis， if B E P(A)， then A E P(B)・
Figure 4 shows a flow traverses Node A， B， and C in 
this order. This can be writtenぉ A= Ruf(B) = 
Ruf(Ruf(C)) = R~f(C). If C E P(B)， there is a 
possibility that the path of the flow can be changed: 
A = Ruf (C). As shown in Figure 4， each node 
is associated with its own proximity. When Node 
C moves to the proximity of Node B， Node A can 
directly send data. packets to C. In practice， we need 
a hysteresis mechanism around the threshold value 
to avoid oscillation. 

① ① 

Proximily of Node A 

Figure 4: Proximity of node 

3.3 Link Quality 

In measuring link quality， DPS uses a smoothed 
value of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in a 
time domain since the SNR could change 
dynamically with a high frequency due to 
electrかmagneticeffects. This value， Smoothed 
SNR (SSNR)， can be computed using a 
weighted moving average technique as follows: 

to transmit the control packet to the upstream two-
hop-away node， the node needs to retain the ~out~ 
information of its upstream twかhop-awaynodes of 
the active flows as well as its neighbors. 

，t1me 

a 

C sm笠 B

IRequesl 10 R~r( k) as a packellO probe direCl roule 

ReplyωRar(k) via R.u(k) for DPS_REQ (piggybaぽked)

RedireCl Request 10 RJr(k) via R叫k)10 shorten route 

Figure 5: Three DPS control packets 

We explain the fundamental messages pぉ sed
among three nodes. D PS uses three kinds of mes-
sages: DPS_REQ， DJ'S_REP， anc! J~PS~REQj 
they are shown in Figure 5. DPS_REQ and 
DPS_RREQ are separately generated control pack-
ets， while DPS_REP can be piggybacked on a 
data packet. Let us assume that A = Ruf(B) and 
B = RUf ( C) for flow f as shown in Figure 5. When 
Node C finds it has moved into the proximity of 
Node B， it sends DPS_REQ to Node A. This is to 
observe whether or not a packet can be directly 
exchanged between Node A and C. If receiving 
DPS_REQ， Node A sends DPS-REP to Node C. 
Unlike DPS_REQ， DPS_REP is piggybacked by th 
data packet of flow f. Thus， DPS_REP reaches 
Node A via Node B. By receiving DPS_REP， Node 
C knows that N ode A can send packets directly to 
Node Cj Node C sends DPS_RREQ to Node A to 
initiate a change of route. 

Performance Evaluation ssnr = (1ー α)* old _ssnr +α* cur _snr， where 4 
仰にsnrand old_ssnr represent the value of SNR 
on receipt of a packet and the previously computed In this section， we show the detailed simulation 

and experimental results of DPS. First， we describe 
the simulator implementation and performance re-
sults of DPS adding to DSR加 dAODV in the ns・2
network simulator environment. We simulate DPS 
on several large mobile topologies to quantify the 

SSNR， respectively. The constant value of αis a 
filtering factor and is set to 1/8 in this paper. It is 
because we could adapt to the large fluctuation of 
SNR and use a shift operation in our experimental 
implementation. In DPS， the filter calculates 
SSNR whenever a node receives the frames. 

3.4 Design of DPS 

We set two design goals to DPS: reducing the hop 
count of a path， and minimizing the number of ad-
ditional control packets. The first goal is obvious 
in the contexもofthe problem aforementioned. In 
addition to the first goal， we aim at a scheme not 
producing periodic control packets. This is an im-
portant consideration for an ad hoc network since 
nodes in the network need to save their power con-
sumption. We design our scheme so that control 
packets are transmitted only when a node deter-
mines that a path should be changed based on the 
proximity. In DPS， each node in ad hoc networks 
has the original routing information concerning up-
stream two-hop-away nodes. Since a node attempts 

scaling behavior of DPS in Network Simulator (ns-
2) [10]. In addition， to study how DPS scheme per-
form in realistic node mobility patterns， we measure 
the effectiveness of DPS using our two practical mか

bility generation models which are based on the the 
randomωy-point model [4] which is used in al-
most the previous simulation research. Finally， we 
demonstrate building a small wireless ad hoc net-
work testbed and performing a simple preliminary 
experiment. 

4.1 Implementation Decisions 

We implemented two DPS schemes in our simula-
tion: the f.ωt shortening mode and robust shorten-
ing mode. In the robust mode， DPS_REQ sender 
~btai_ns IP ~ddress of the two-hop upstream neigh-
bor from the source routing header of receivIng 
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data packets. Since DSR is the source routing prか
tocoI， we should report the changes of the active 
route to send GRATUITOUS-REPLY [5] to the 
source node when DPS completes shortening of ac-
tive paths. Furthermore， we implemented the timer 
routine to reset the above state to compensate such 
cases as DPS shortening failures or incompletion 
due to dropping one of the three DPS controI pack-
ets. This mode is the same as DPS implementation 
in our real environments. 
In the former fast shortening mode， DPS real-

izes faster shortening at the cost of the comple-
tion probability of th.e shortening operation. This 
scheme operatesぉ follows. When a node enters 
the proximity area of his -upstream neighbor node， 
it sends DPS_REQ to the two-hop upstream neigh-
bor node as the same way in reaI implementation. 
However， the node which received the DPS_REQ 
promptly switch the active route to directly forward 
data packets to the node which sent the DPS_REQ. 
Since this scheme operates bωed on the optimistic 
policy， it cannot部 surethe consistency of the short-
ening for the ra~e conditi~n. pro~le~s as ~escribed 
in the previous chapter. Although the performance 
of the Iast shortening scheme were better than that 
of the robust mode in preliminary some simulation 
scenarios， in the end， we chose the robust shorten-
ing scheme policy as a conservative solution. 
To illustrate that DPS is not specific to DSR 

protocol， we incorporated DPS mechanism ir~to 
AODV. The modifications we had to make for 
AODV were somewhat different than those incor-
porated for DSR. SpecificaIly， data p~cket.s do not 
carry the full source route in their header since 
AOI)V is the distance vector routing aIgorithm. 
Thus， the two-hop upstream neighbor is not avail-
able from their header. However， we can easily 
cope with this problem to be forwarded. l?PS-R~Q 
packets by the one-hop upstream neigh~or nC?de. 
In other words， DPS-REQ packets travel two-hop 
journey via the upstream -neighbor node as the 
lntermediate node， instead of on-hop direct com-
munication. In the intermediate node， to distin-
guish own partic~lar r~ut!:'! ， ~e .nee.ded . the m~tc.h
ing scheme b部 edon the final destination and the 
next hop node. 
For comparison with DSR based DPS， we cho_s~ 

to implement DPS on AODV・LL(Link Layer) [1] 
using only Iink layer feedback from 8_02.~1_ ~_~I! 
DSR， completely eliminating the standard AODV 
Hello mechanism. 

4.2 Detailed Simulation 

We use a detailed simulation model based on _ns-
2 in our evaluation. Ns-2 has the enormous fea-
tures -(or .simulating multi-hop wireless ne~works 
complete with physlcal， data Iink and rvIAC Iayer 
mod.els [1]. The distributed coordination function 
(DCF) of the IEEE sta~d~rd 80~}1 fo~. wireI~s~ 
LANs. is used as the MAC Iayer. The radio model 
uses a shared-media radio with a nominaI bit-rate 
of2 Mb7sec -arld. a nominal radio range of 250 me-
ters. 
DSR and AODV protocols detect Iink breakage 

using feedback from-the !¥1AC }ay~~.. !s-. signal is 
sent -to the routing layer when the rvIA~ lay!:'!r f~ils 
to deliver a unicas-t packet to the next hop. In this 

Table 1: DSR Simulation Parameters 

Table 2: AODV-LL Simulation Parameters 

eva.Iuation， no additionaI network Iayer mechanism 
such as HELLO Messages [7] is used. Table 1 and 2 
provide all the simulation parameters of both pro四

tocol extended by DPS. These parameters are re-
mained default parameters of ns-2 current distribu-
tion except DPS parameters. 

4.2.1 'I'raflic and mobility models 

Traffic and mobility models use similar to previous 
published results using ns・2([1]， [3]， [2]) for ap-
propriate performance comparisons. Traffic sources 
are Constant Bit Rate (CBR). The source and des-
tination pairs are spread randomly over the net-
work. Only 512 byte date packets are used. The 
number of source-destination pairs and the packet 
sending rate in each pair is varied to change the 
offered load in the network. 
To investigate how DPS scheme perform in the 

realistic node mobility pattern， we proposed the 
two node mobi1ity models: the “random oriented 
model" and “random escape model". These mod-
els are based on the the random way-point model [4] 
used in most of the previous simulation research. 
In the random wαy-point model， each node begins 

the simulation by remaining stationary for pαuse 
time seconds. It then selects a random destina-
tion in the specified field space and moves to the 
destination at a speed distributed uniformly be-
tween 0 and some maximum speed. On reaching 
the destination， the node pauses again for pαuse 
time seconds， selects another destination， and pro-
ceeds there as previously described， repeating this 
behavior for the duration of the simulation. 
In contrast， our two node mobility model gener-

ate more realistic movement patterns. The random 
oriented node mobility is assuming people pursuing 
something (e.g.， peace， money， hope) or attracted 
something( e.g・，gravity， power). On the other hand， 
the random escape model is literally assuming peo-
ple are escaping from something ( e.g.， disaster， 
ghost). In our proposed models， mobile nodes 
are classified into two types: CORE_N ODES (CN) 
and ORIENTED_NoDES (ON) or ESCAPE_NoDES 
(EN). CN move around the simulation field based 
on the random way-point models accurately. The 
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other side， ON selects one destination from the des-
tinations of CN instead of a random destination 
and pursue one CN at a speed distributed uni-
formly between 0 and some maximum speed (not 
αII people require money). If one 0 N reaches the 
selecting destination， then it selects another desti-
nation among that of CN. In the random escape 
model， EN desperately leave from one particular 
CN. EN select the exact opposite side destination 
to the particular destination of one CN. By the ran-
dom escape model， we consider human mobility in 
the situationsωdisaster to where ad hoc networks 
expect to apply. Note that， when the node mobility 
file is generate， we specify the ratio of 0 N or EN 
to CN as one argument. If the stated ratio is 0.0， 
the generated node mobility pattern is accurately 
based on the random way-point model. 
¥Ve use the above-mentioned three mobility 

model in a rectangular area. 1500m x 300m field 
configuration with 50 nodes is used. Thus， each 
node starts its travel from a random location with a 
randomly chosen speed (uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 -20 m/sec except in the random escape 
model). We vary the pause time， which affects the 
relative speeds of the mobile nodes; in this thesis， 
we used the fo11owing pause times (0， 30， 60， 120， 
300， 500 [sec]). Simulation are run for 500 simu-
lated seconds for 50 nodes. Each data point rep-
resents an average of ten runs with identical traffic 
models， but different randomly generated mobility 
scenanos. 
In a11 the below experiments， we assumed that 

the useful range of proximity should be restricted 
below Smax = 0.000008 obtained from our prelim-
inary analysis and experiments of SNR. 

4.2.2 Performance Resu1ts 

Light Traffic Loads 

First， we perform experiments using the light traf-
fic loads to study the behavior of DPS added DSR 
and AODV. For the 50 node experiments we used 
10 traffic sources and a packet rate 4 packet/sec. 
We found that DPS improves the end-to-end de-
lay as expected and reduces the routing control 
packet overhead effectively (see Figure 6.(a)， 6.(b) 
and 6.(c)). However， in the packet delivery ratio 
(PDR)， DPS loses about 5 -10% packets. While 
we are currently working the accurate reason of lost 

of PDR. However， AODV with DPS does not show 
the improved performance as salient as DSR with 
DPS. ¥Ve think that one of the reasons is the poten-
tial feature of AODV protocol; AODV node holds 
many state information and uses the timer-based 
routine frequently. Hence， under high node mo-
bility， AODV may not operate normally. In fact， 
such the simulation results were pointed out in the 
previous research work [1， 2]. 

Random Oriented Mobility Model 

This model typica11y makes several network and 
node congestion points. Thus， we can部 sumethe 
effectiveness of the active shortening in such a area. 
In Figure 8.(a)， 8.(b) and 8.(c)， we can see that the 
improved delay reduction is significant. To gener-
ate heavy mobility loads， we have set the ratio of 
oriented nodes to core nodes to 0.8 (i.e.， in 50 mo-
bile nodes case， the number of oriented nodes is 40) 

Random Escape Mobility Model 

This model makes some network partition areωin-
tentionally. Thus， mobile ad hoc nodes su百erfrom 
frequently link failure and relatively speedy node 
mobility. As Figure 9.(a)， 9.(b) and 9.(c) show， 
DPS improved the performance of DSR. However， 
AODV protocol created long-lived routing loops in 
the simulation， so we could not perform the eval-
uation of AODV and AODV with DPS. It seems 
that AODV does not perform well in the situations 
where several network partitions exist frequently. 
Now， we are trying to improve the ns-2 AODV 
code. In this case， we used the ratio of escape nodes 
to core nodes to 0.8. 

4.3 Simple Experimental Study 

¥Ve have implemented DPS as an extension to DSR 
developed by the rvlonarch project [9]. To observe 
the overhead associated with path shortening， we 
have conducted five trials of path shortening among 
three nodes. The overhead latency (including pack-
ets processing time) incurr吋 with the exchange of 
DPS's control messages is sufficiently negligible; it 
is the order of milliseconds (about 5 ms). 

Conclusion packets， we think that the reason is by the fai1ures e;. 
of the path shortening. In Figure 6.(c)， note that U 

the packet delivery fractions for DSR are more than We have proposed DPS， an adaptive route path 
tuning algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks. Our 
approach is highly responsive to the conventional 
human mobility (e.g.， pedestrian and slow vehicle 
in our daily life) by using the wireless link quality 
value: SSNR. In DPS， each node individually mon-
itors local link quality only when receiving packets 
and makes local decisions in a decentralized man-
ner. As a case study of DPS scheme， we embed-

100 %， we think that it may be caused by the re-
transmissions of data packets performed by DSR 
protocol. 

Heavy Traffic Loads 

To stress the traffic loads to D PS， we used 30 traf-
fic sources. The other con白gurationparameters are 
the same as the above the light traffic load experi-
ments. In Figure 7.(a)， 7.(b) and 7.(c)， we can see 
that DSR with DPS achieves the significantly re-
duction of the packet delay and routing overhead. 
Additiona11y， in contrast to the first simulation ex-
periment， DSR with DPS has the high performance 

ded DPS in the prominent DSR and AODV pro-
tocols. Performance analysis by means of sim-ula-
tion demonstrates a significant improvement with 
regard to the number of routing packets and end-
tかenddata packet latency in almost scenarios. 
We have also proposed two novel mobility models 
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which generate more realistic node mobility th.!lI?-
the random-waypoint model. Additionally， DPS 
shortens active routes in the order of milliseconds 
(about 5 ms) in our real DPS implementation. 
We are currently working on studying the effects 

of DPS in case of using the promiscuous listen-
ing mode of ne.twork interfaces. We also need to 
analyze more the appropriate valu~ of the SSNR 
threshold Smax and the comparison frequency since 
these factors have significant impact on its effective-
ness of DPS. 
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